
 Weekly Remote Learning  

EYFS (Reception) Week Beginning 28th February 2022 

 

Below are the main teaching objectives that are being taught in your child’s year group this week.  

Parents should access the OAK National Academy and access the relevant subjects and lessons. This will give children a range of activities and lesson 

sequences to follow at home. Please use this link to access. https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-year 

Parents can also undertake activities that are on their child’s Home Learning Activity Sheets which can be found in the Letters section of the School 

Website. These are updated each half term. 

If your child is unable to access the learning for their year group, please support them to ‘have a go’.  

 Phonics Literacy Maths Topic 
Monday Bear Words 6 – her, all, are 

Practise reading and 
learning the new bear words.  
Can you put the word into a 
spoken sentence? 

Have a look at some baby photos, of your child and 
possibly of Mum, Dad, grandparents if possible. Talk 

about what you can see. What did everyone look 
like then? How have they changed now?  

What do babies need? Make a list together. 

Recap on making 7 last week. Make, discuss 
and record 6 and 1 more, makes 7. Model 
and write- 7+1=7.  7 with 4 and 3, 4+3=7. 
Can you make a rainbow of 7 with items 
from your house? Red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue, indigo and violet.  

Which was your favourite toy when you were 
little?  What did you do with it? Do you still 
have it? Take some photographs of it to bring 
to school. 

Tuesday ai – Teach the sound ‘ai’ 
Phrase: snail in the rain 
Word Association: tail, paint, 
Spain, train 
 

At school we receive an old toy to look after, for an 
imaginary Granny. At home-look at an old object 

together, a toy/an old game. Either real, or a 
photograph.  Talk about what it is and how it could 

be different from toys and games today.  

Look at 5 and 2 more to make 7. And 7 and 
0 makes 7. What can we add to 7 to make 
7? Work practically and then show visually 
on board, writing as a number sentence. 
Can you build a tower of 7 with 2 different 
colours? 

Look together at some pictures 
of the toys that Granny or great 
Granny would play with. Have a 
chat with one of your 

great/grandparents. Video it. What did they 
play with?  

Wednesday ee – Teach the sound ‘ee’ 
Phrase: what can you see 
Word Association: sleep, feel, 
green, three 
 

Model writing a message to Granny using a simple 
phrase –  

I am _____(name)  My best toy is ___________ 
Model correct use of capital letter finger spaces and 
full stops.  Highlight which words are bear words. 

Number formation of number 7.  On backs, 
on whiteboards, Let’s write them in the 
correct order. Write the numbers up to and 
including 7. Can you remember them all? 
Can you write them all correctly? 

Draw/paint/collage your favourite toy now.  
Look carefully at details and colours. What is 

it made from? Is it different to granny’s 
favourite toy? 

Thursday igh – Teach the sound ‘igh’ 
Phrase: fligh high 
Word Association: night, 
light, might, bright 
 

Talk about what a granny is? 
Make a visual timeline together, including them, the 

parents, grandparents.  Using ‘Ted talk’ write the 
words together, discussing where they will go on 

the timeline. 

Doubling. 7. Look at previous doubling to 6, 
how did that go? what happens when we 
double that? Can we do that on our fingers? 
Why not? Double 7 practically and discuss. 

Look at old and new toys (real or pictures) 
and sort into two groups. 

Explain that not everyone will know what 
they are and so we need to make labels for 

them tomorrow. 

Friday oa – Teach the sound ‘oa’ 
Phrase: goat in a boat 
Word Association: roast, 
toast, coat, toad 
 

Recap on the old and new toy sorting from 
yesterday’s topic work. Model how to write some 

labels and ‘ted talk’ the words phonetically to add 
to the objects.  

Recap on previous learning- 6 take away 1 
makes 5, showing as you physically take one 
away. Sing the 7 little snowflakes song where 
they get caught by the wind……..Show as a 
written number sentence. 7-1=6 etc etc.  

song the song together- This old man….. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DWl2jiz
0ig  
Think together of different variations using 
rhyming words.  
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